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–The purpose of this paper is to review the existing literature on Lean Six Sigma
(LSS) for Services, construct a Morphological Analysis (MA) framework, and identify
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research gaps to point to future research possibilities and priorities.
–The MA framework is based on literature review of 175
papers published from 2003 to 2015, across 67 journals recognised by Scopus or ABS
Academic Journal Quality Guide 2015. A three/phased methodology is used by the authors,
with Phase1 featuring a five/stage systematic review protocol to identify relevant journal
papers for review; Phase2 presenting a framework for classifying the reviewed papers in
terms of their fundamental, methodological, chronological and sector/wise orientations, and;
Phase3, constructing an MA framework on the classified papers and identifying the research
gaps.
– The MA framework constructed based on 6 dimensions, viz., Organizational
Context of Applications, Desired Outcomes, Implementation Systems, LSS Tools and
Techniques, Integration with other Management Philosophies, Evaluation Methods, involving
40 focused themes has revealed 355 distinct research gaps as opportunities for future
research.
– The MA framework of the existing literature on LSS for Services
presents a unique, systematic effort to identify research opportunities. In addition, a five/
stage systematic review protocol is proposed in this paper. This could be valuable to
researchers and practitioners in enabling them to systematically review the literature on
research subjects of interest to them.

This paper confirms the existence of substantial scope and points to
specific topics for further research in the area of LSS for Services. The findings demonstrate
the gaps in academic research on the subject. In addition, the study also helps organisational
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leaders and practitioners to look at LSS from a holistic perspective in the services context.

Process Improvement (PI) is among the central aims of organizations, which seek to
achieve quality and operational excellence (Assarlind et al., 2012). Although strongly
associated with the

of the 1980s, PI as a concept has roots in many other

fields, including socio/technical systems design and the human relations movement (Bessant
et al., 2001).PI programs have evolved over the years and have been associated with the
adoption of lean manufacturing techniques, Total Quality Management (TQM), employee
and customer satisfaction programs, customer Services excellence initiatives, and waste
reduction crusade (Singh et al., 2015). While PI initiatives have been taken in both
Manufacturing and Services organizations, the need for PI in Services, especially in
economies dominated by the Services sector, can be justified. The service sector dominates
the UK economy, contributing around 78% of GDP. More than 80% of the USA’s GDP
during 2010has been contributed by Services operations (Wang and Chen, 2010). Even in
emerging economies like India, the share of the Services sector is expected to reach 62% by
FY 2020 (IBEF, 2015).The inherent characteristics of Services like
equate to greater inconsistency in managing
customer experiences (Yuen et al., 2015; Ladhari, 2009) and hence make PI initiatives more
convoluted.

Lean and Six Sigma are regarded among the most popular management

strategies for enabling PI in organisations (Albliwi, 2015). Though Lean and Six Sigma were
developed independently, both these powerful PI strategies have emerged from Japanese

ways of working, adapted across the globe. Both Lean and Six Sigma have been successfully
deployed in the Services sector and have been identified with some shortcomings. The hybrid
LSS approach to PI has proved to overcome the shortcomings (Vijaya Sunder, 2013). This is
the primary motivation of this study. Secondly, from a systems thinking perspective (Oshry,
2008), it is evident that LSS needs to be studied as a whole, and not as collection of parts
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(Lean and Six Sigma separately), since the whole is often other than (or, sometimes more
than) the sum of the parts according to Gestalt theory (Wertheimer and Riezler, 1944) and
also according to Aristotle (Corning, 2002). Hence, this study focuses on LSS as a whole.
Moreover, LSS and its predecessors have been widely used in the Services sector and
perceived as a subject of practitioner’s interest, but there has been limited rigorous academic
research (Bendell, 2006; Nonthaleerak and Hendry, 2008). Even now, we can observe that
there is sufficient scope for research on various aspects concerning LSS. This has led us to
systematically identify the scope for further research on this topic, within the context of the
Services sector.
The paper is organised into seven sections. Following this introduction, a brief
theoretical background of Lean and Six Sigma, in Services is presented in Section/2. Details
about the methodology are mentioned in the Section/3, featuring about the five/stage protocol
used in this study. Section/4 presents taxonomy of the reviewed literature in four sub/sections
viz., fundamental classification, methodological classification, chronological classification
and sector/wise classification. Section/5 presents an overview of the Morphological Analysis
(MA). This section features the development of an MA framework from the six dimensions
(involving 40 variables) identified from the literature, revealing 355 distinct research gaps. A
discussion on the broad areas of future research is presented in Section/6, followed by
concluding notes in Section/7.

!

"

Before performing a comprehensive literature review on LSS for Services, it is essential to
understand its predecessors / Lean and Six Sigma. This section outlines a brief theoretical
background about Lean and Six Sigma, highlighting their successes and shortcomings in
Services sectors.
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" The origins of Lean thinking can be

traced to the shop/floors of Toyota Motor Corporation (Shingo, 1988).Womack et al., (1990)
through their book

popularized the Lean concept in the

Manufacturing sector. The practices of Lean slowly penetrated into American firms in the
1970s and then across the globe swiftly. Lean principles involved the identification of
customer value, managing the value stream, developing the capability to flow, the use of
and the pursuit of perfection in the production system (Womack and Jones, 1996).Lean tools
such as value stream mapping, 5S and waste analysis have been relatively easily transferred
from the manufacturing supply to retail supply contexts due to the common focus on product
flows (Bicheno, 2004).Though originated from the Manufacturing sector, Lean’s significant
potential for the Services industry has also been realized. Lean is more frequently applied
outside the Manufacturing sector, especially in Services (Bowen and Yongdahl, 1998).As a
successful PI strategy; Lean has demonstrably helped organizations achieve on/time delivery
of the right quality and quantity of Services to satisfy customers. There are several recent
success/stories of Lean in Services published in various journals since 2010, a few of which
are presented in Table 1.

Alongside the success, Lean has shortcomings on several counts and has encountered
criticism from researchers. According to Spear (2004), many organisations wrongly

perceived Lean as a set of tools and practices rather than as a PI philosophy. This
misconception led to confusion in many organisations in their attempts to motivate
employees to participate in Lean programs. Critics argued that Lean is not the only effective
solution for customer satisfaction and Lean by itself is not all perfect; Toyota’s performance
in Europe in the recent past has often been lacking. According to Bhasin (2015), “...even
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Toyota in Japan, failed to produce in several circumstances, cars to actual customer order”.
Maike et al., (2009) found that the approach to implement Lean produces a cascading effect
of problems, including lack of senior management commitment and team autonomy. It could
be argued that senior management commitment is essential for any and all PI initiatives, and
not just for Lean. However, the bottom/up approach of Lean makes it more challenging to
gain organisational leaders’ commitment towards it. Parker and Slaughter (1994) noticed
through various Lean implementations, that top management avoids accountability when
problems arise, letting it filter downwards onto the lower levels of hierarchy. This view of
Lean, contradicts the fundamental PI principle of spreading a quality mind/set within
organisations. However, a few authors who have contributed to Lean Literature have
highlighted the top/down approach, Hoshin Kanri (policy deployment) which is a method for
ensuring that the strategic goals of a company drive top/down progress and action by
focusing on eliminating the waste that comes from inconsistent direction and poor
communication (Kondo, 1998; Witcher and Butterworth, 1999). A few other Lean thinkers
supplemented this literature with ‘Catchball’, which refers to the bi/directional top/down,
bottom/up process through which objectives, plans, and metrics are spread among levels and
departments (Nicholas, 2016; Kunonga et al., 2010). Another drawback of Lean is not being a
data driven approach unlike other PI programs including Six Sigma. The use of a wide
variety of management practices in Lean implementation validates the requirement for
various generic performance indicators and there is a need to measure them effectively.

Bhamu and Sangwan (2014) claimed that there was no evidence of any such measurement
system in Lean literature. There are a few arguments that some of the Lean principles like
do not add any value within the Services industry. This is because Pull is inherent in the
nature of Services, and Lean has nothing new to add here (Arfmann and Federico, 2014).
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" The Six Sigma movement, which

!

originated from Motorola, has spread to other organisations determined to deploy PI. Many
Fortune 500 firms adopted Six Sigma as a practice (Nakhai and Neves, 2009).According to
Barney (2002), Six Sigma integrates business/level performance, process measures, and
project metrics into a systematic process so that leaders can manage the organisation
quantitatively and transform the business strategy into calculated tasks. Till the 1990s, Six
Sigma was understood solely as a statistical term used for restricting process defects to 3.4
per million opportunities. During the last two decades, it has evolved from being a statistical
problem/solving technique to become a management strategy and ultimately a refined PI
philosophy. Six Sigma not only focuses on reducing process variations and defects, but also
encourages creating a process thinking mind/set in organisations (Vijaya Sunder et al., 2015).
Six Sigma improvement projects follow a structured problem solving approach which takes
its roots from the Plan/Do/Check/Act (PDCA) cycle (Schroeder et al., 2008).It suggests two
project

management

approaches,

namely,

Define/Measue/Analyse/Improve/Control

(DMAIC) and Define/Measure/Analyse/Design/Verify (DMADV),for eliminating the root
causes of problems. According to Michael Hammer, at least 25% of the Fortune 200
companies claim to have a serious Six Sigma program (Thawani, 2004). Six Sigma has been
embraced by many big Services firms such as J P Morgan, American Express, Lloyds TSB,
Egg, Citi Bank, Zurich Financial services, etc. (Antony, 2006). Though originated from
Manufacturing, there is evidence in the literature that Six Sigma has been adopted and

applied outside the Manufacturing sector too. There are several recent success/stories of Six
Sigma in the Services sector published in various journals since 2010, a few of which are
presented in Table2.
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Like Lean methodology, Six Sigma also encountered criticism due to its limitations.
Though the practitioner literature provides considerable evidence of substantial cost reduction
and other benefits from Six Sigma, some still question whether these benefits sufficiently
exceed the costs of adoption (Swink and Jacobs, 2012). Stories from companies like General
Electric and 3M indicate that organisational leaders believe Six Sigma practices may constrict
innovation to drive growth (Hindo, 2007).Many Six Sigma programs failed due to wrong
selection of projects. Not all projects qualify to be run in Six Sigma methodology (Vijaya
Sunder, 2013). According to Adams (2003), “doing Six Sigma training before project
identification is the classic – getting the cart before the horse”. Further to this, a few critics
perceived that the #

and

phases were areas of weakness in the DMAIC

methodology and that unconventional execution of these phases is suggested (Nonthaleerak
et al., 2008). Antony (2006) highlights more limitations of Six Sigma like the challenge of
having quality data in processes where no data is available. He also claims that prioritisation
of projects in many Services companies is still based on pure subjective judgement. Hoerl
(2001) argues that there is no standardised procedure for accrediting Six Sigma programs.
This entertains organisations to claim they are following Six Sigma which may not be true in
many cases. Another important shortcoming of Six Sigma is the amount of investment made
by firms on niche skilled Six Sigma belts for deployment. Yet another challenge of
implementing Six Sigma is the usage of statistical techniques during projects, which

management feels difficult to comprehend (Vijaya Sunder, 2014). Another shortcoming is
that the relationship between Six Sigma and organisational culture has not been explored in
the literature (Antony, 2004). Moreover, many organisations still perceive Six Sigma as a
pure statistical toolkit rather than as a management strategy, and there is no significant work
found in literature to overcome this misconception. There is very little room for clarifying the
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confusion in the literature as to what constitutes Six Sigma theory and how does it integrate
with other PI strategies (Gamal, 2010).
Our aim is not to undermine the effectiveness of Lean or Six Sigma as PI
methodologies, but from the above discussion it is evident that both Lean and Six Sigma have
proven successes as well as have drawbacks. Research indicates that integrating Lean with
Six Sigma could bring in more synergies to organisational processes, especially in the
Services sector. Hines et al., (2004) have indicated that it is possible to integrate Lean with
other approaches, without contradicting its objective of providing customers with value.
George (2002), in his book ‘

"

"

$

%

introduced the term ‘Lean Six Sigma’ (LSS).Though it is possible that the term

&
"

has been used even before, there is no concrete evidence found in the literature till
2002.A year later, another book –‘

"

& justified the applicability of

LSS in Services (George, 2003).The claim that Lean and Six Sigma have a complementary
relationship is widely accepted today in the corporate world. LSS has been acknowledged by
more than 70 per cent of Fortune 500 companies across various Services (Chassin, 2008;
Antony, 2015).

#
, as an approach to PI, is yet to fully mature into a specific area of academic
research (Bendell, 2006). Through the proposed MA framework, this paper points out that

even now there is sufficient scope for a comprehensive study to explore new possibilities and
priorities for research on this topic. Here, we perform a systematic literature review of the
hybrid LSS methodology (not Lean or Six Sigma in isolation) in the Services sector.
According to Gamal (2010), academicians and practitioners often make use of journals to
obtain and publish the highest level of research findings. In this paper, therefore, we included
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studies published in journals with outcomes adding to the theoretical body of knowledge and
applications. An online literature search was performed for publications from 2003 to
2015.This revealed a comprehensive set of papers on LSS. However, it is possible that a few
papers that were unintentionally not investigated as a part of this study may exist. Tranfield et
al., (2003) stated that

review has become a fundamental scientific activity and

hence essential for the literature. For this purpose, we have used a five/stage protocol:
1.

A search was conducted in the abstract field of the following databases – Emerald,
Taylor and Francis, Springer, IEEE Xplore, Mendeley, Science Direct, Wiley, Elsevier,
Sage, INFORMS, Inderscience, ASQ and HBR, with the search terms: “Lean Six
Sigma”, “LSS” “Lean Six Sigma for Services” for the period from 2003 to 2015. This
resulted in a total of 803relevant articles. Various related combinations of keywords
only led to subsets of these 803 articles.

2.

The duplicate results were eliminated using the Mendeley desktop software. This led to a
reduced number of 653 articles.

3.

A large number of articles dealing exclusively with the Manufacturing sector were
excluded. Reading through the abstracts, 416 articles relevant to

4.

From among them, 136articles published in journals listed in
)

5.

$

*

were identified.
or '( '

!+ , were identified.

According to Zorzini et al., (2015), a mechanical search of review articles should be
supplemented by an organic search to obtain comprehensive search output. Hence, an

organic search was performed to identify other relevant papers that were cited in these
136 articles. This search brought the final total to 175 articles, spread across 67 journals.

-

.
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A Microsoft Excel database was formed for classifying these 175 articles into
different headings for the purpose of analysing the trends in the body of knowledge.

-

shows an increasing interest in research publications pertaining to LSS in Services. Full paper
analysis was performed and a four/fold classification framework was developed /0
Firstly, a

12

classification was performed on the basic details of the reviewed

journal papers. Details like title, author, year, journal, Services sector details and country of
the author were considered for this purpose. The second level of classification
(

) was based on the

given in the papers. This included

research type, methodology, data used, research context and research topic. Thirdly,
classification was performed to understand the evolution of LSS in Services.
Then, a

3

classification was performed based on the research contributions across

different Services sectors. The classification framework helped to identify different themes
available in the literature on LSS for Services from the reviewed papers.

Here, MA has been used to identify research gaps to enable future research. The
themes identified through the above four classifications were used as dimensions in the MA
framework. A brief description about MA and the motivation behind its use is presented in
Section 4.
0

$ %

&
The four orientations in the research literature, based on which the classification has

been done are elaborated below.
' More than 100 authors have contributed to the body of

$

knowledge through 175 papers in 67 journals. Significant contributors include (and not
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limited to) Antony J, Douglas A, Dahlgaard/Park SM, Bendell T, Sarkar A, Chiarini A,
Ghosh S, Kumar M, and Laureani A. The classification framework reveals that the
contributors are from 26 different countries. The contributions from USA, UK, India,
Sweden, Netherlands, Italy and Australia constitute 80% of the publications.

This

classification also reveals that 6 out of 67 journals contributed to 50% of the overall
publications on the subject. They are 4
$

(

8

)
6"

/ 51

/ 71 4
$

/ 1
$

%

'

"

)

/-5
)

/ 51 4
$

1
$

)
/,12

35 presents an overview of the research methods,

sources of data, proportion of papers using specific methodologies and sample papers. In all,
30 theoretical papers and 145 empirical studies appeared. The theoretical publications
included conceptual or desk analysis by various researchers. The empirical papers limited to
descriptive and experimental studies were further classified based on data collection methods.
93 papers appeared to have used primary data collection methods. The primary data category
consisted of 66 papers dominated by case studies and action research. This category also
included questionnaire methods, interviews, viewpoints and experiment data sources, used in
the remaining 27 papers. Thus, we can observe that there is a need for more empirical
research that considers non case/study methods. There were only 24 papers that leveraged

secondary data from existing literature and public data sources. The use of multiple primary
research methods (mixed methods) were identified in 28 of the reviewed papers.

5
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" Total quality management (TQM) was recognised as the

most widespread quality management approach from the beginning of the 1990s. However,
during the first decade of the new millennium, emerging PI methodologies such as Lean and
Six Sigma seem to have overtaken (Elshennawy, 2004; Chiarini, 2011). The proven success
of Lean and Six Sigma helped LSS to be recognised by practitioners and academicians as a
powerful PI methodology for customer satisfaction. Hence, researchers have tacitly accepted
LSS as a PI methodology. From the early 2000s, the evolution of LSS has been significant.
Though LSS for Services was introduced as a concept in 2003, there were no specific papers
from the reviewed literature on the topic till 2004.

''$

''( During this period, new quality techniques for PI were adopted. These were

beyond the earlier quality philosophies like TQM. The papers focussed on the
and called Lean and Six Sigma as structured PI techniques in the new age of high
technology (Bendell, 2005; Bullas, 2007; Lee et al., 2005). The need for upgrading the skills
and knowledge of PI professionals though LSS toolkits for effective quality management was
identified (Elshennawy, 2004; Maguad, 2006). Though researchers appreciated Lean and Six
Sigma as distinct PI methodologies, they also noticed a linkage between the two. Strengths
and weaknesses of Lean and Six Sigma were assessed to identify common and distinct
features of the two methodologies leading to several exploratory and descriptive studies for
integration (Arnheiter, 2005; Snee et al., 2007; Caldwell, 2006a; Andersson, 2006; Koning et

al., 2006). With this, the focus shifted towards understanding LSS as a single hybrid
methodology rather than as being made of individual PI programs in isolation. Sharma (2004)
described the integrated LSS methodology as a driver for strategic improvement. Several
case/studies and action research papers highlighted the integrated LSS approach for PI (Less,
2005; Marti, 2005; Aldarrab, 2006). The practical implications tinted the importance of data
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measurement, leadership, organisation culture, innovation, customer focus, fact/based
approach, agility, focus on results and project management in the context of successful LSS
implementation for Services (Caldwell, 2006b; Dahlgaard et al., 2006). However the
integrated LSS methodology received some criticism. Bendell (2006) claimed that LSS could
dilute the effect of Lean and Six Sigma due to the lack of specific LSS training programs.
Kumar et al., (2006) highlighted the lack of a standard framework for LSS implementation.

'')

'

" This period witnessed a synergy of LSS implementation in Services. It was

reported that the overall popularity of LSS had been growing in Services (Guarraia et al.,
2008), specifically in healthcare Services (Zieger, 2009). Researchers confirmed that LSS is
not merely an integration of Lean and Six Sigma, rather a management strategy which can
deliver significant benefits much higher than Lean or Six Sigma individually (Antony, 2011;
Barnes, 2010; Snee, 2010; Goh, 2011; Shah, 2008; Salah, 2010). Elg el at., (2011)
demonstrated that LSS practitioners in contemporary organisations have the responsibility to
lead quality at the strategic level. Laureani and Antony (2011) claimed that LSS certification
practice is important to determine the competency level of the practitioners. Other authors
identified LSS certification standards to be used in organisations, drawing on the best
practices from major companies. Researchers felt a need for structured application of LSS
and hence several

% 9 emerged (Jeyaraman and Teo, 2010; Montgomery, 2010;

Kheradia, 2011; Karthi, 2011). Publications also identified several

(CSFs) which could lead to the success of LSS (Naslund, 2008; Jenica et al., 2010; Kumar et
al., 2009; Clegg et al., 2010). A few authors have discussed the

of

LSS. Sarkar et al., (2011) argued that all processes cannot be taken up simultaneously for PI,
and hence project selection becomes a key implementation issue. They identified an
empirical roadmap for this purpose. Koning et al., (2010) identified seven standard LSS
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project definition templates which have explicitly stated goals and a solid business rationale
for project management. Hoerl and Gardner (2010) claimed that LSS promoted creativity and
innovation. They acknowledged that LSS was the best approach for addressing major
“solution unknown” problems. From the reviewed papers, 23 case/studies were identified
between 2008 and 2011, showcasing the successful application of LSS in various Services
sectors (discussed in sector/wise classification). As the success of LSS caught fire across
Services, there have been questions from critics about the

. Black (2009)

argued that LSS implementations should have a realistic evaluation by which assessing and
considering the individual characteristics of an organization's social environment could lead
to successful PI. An early assessment model for LSS was suggested by Corbett (2011) based
on six attributes –leadership, strategic planning, customer and market focus, measurement,
analysis and knowledge management, employee focus, and process management.

'

' *' Dahlgaard et al., (2013) highlighted the importance of LSS in the context of

quality management and claimed that the focus had shifted from being initially on TQM to
tools and techniques, and then to core values needed for building a quality and business
excellence culture. A few authors argued LSS a management strategy that Services firms
often built to create a specific quality profile, which they retained over time. In addition to the
debate surrounding LSS as a management strategy, the body of literature on dynamic
capabilities is also of particular interest to researchers (Bititci et. al, 2011). McAdam et al.,

(2014) identified LSS as a best practise as a part of their research on performance
measurement models, since it helped improve operational measures for greater process
capabilities. Various studies highlighted the implementation of LSS in new Services like
Services supply chain, higher education, hospitality, etc., Several other authors noticed LSS
as a differentiating factor when integrated with other quality philosophies in the Services
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context for process improvements, due to its success and popularity (Goldis, 2013, Kanigolla
et al., 2014). According to Bhamu (2014), a structured cross/fertilization of LSS
methodology can be used in a wide range of projects to tackle specific problems. Adding to
the previous researchers, several other CSFs were identified which included readiness factors
and critical failure factors (McLean et al., 2014; Antony, 2014; Näslund, 2013; Albliwi et al.,
2014). Maleyeff et al., (2012) argued that the traditional LSS methodology needs to be
customised based on the nature of services for changing environments. With sector/specific
customisation in LSS methodology, several new frameworks emerged (Karthi et al., 2014;
Nicoletti, 2013; Madu, 2014). Contributions on customising LSS toolkits were also witnessed
during this period (Sahay, 2015; Antony et al., 2012). Global studies about the
implementation of LSS found it fit for Services in human resources management (Bamber et
al., 2014; Sahay, 2015). Challenges faced in implementing LSS in pure Services
environments were also identified (Vijaya Sunder, 2013; Antony et al., 2012b; Antony,
2015). A total of 37 case studies and action research papers were published on various
Services in organisations.
0

$$ !

+,

!

" The review found that 9% publications (16 papers) appeared

from Services in the Manufacturing sector and 43% (76 papers) of the publications were
found to be generic across the Services sector. Examples of Services in Manufacturing

include hiring processes, logistics, packaging of goods, safety, administrative processes, etc.
These publications included LSS concepts, frameworks, theoretical contributions and
exploratory and descriptive studies applicable across all services. The remaining 83 papers
were sector/specific and spread across the Services sector (see Table 5).The highest
contributions appeared in Healthcare, followed by Education.6 out of 7 papers presented case
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studies on Banking, Financial Services and Insurance. A sample of such papers across the
Services sector is presented in Table6. The table also illustrates the benefits of LSS in
Services and provides evidence of application of LSS in Services. Reduction in cost, risk,
defects and process/time, and improvement in customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction,
process/quality, cultural transformation and business value were LSS’ proven benefits stated
in these papers. The recent publications of LSS in non/profit organisations clarify that it not
only helps organisations deliver bottom/line benefits, but also helps transform organisational
culture for business value and excellence. Consolidating this discussion with the case studies
published in Education, it is evident that LSS not only contributes to process improvement
and cultural transformation in business enterprises but also in social enterprises where
defining the ‘customer’ is unclear (Holmes et al, 2005; Antony, 2015).

,

3%

7 '

(

%
"

)

*

MA is a qualitative technique widely used in social sciences, for structuring and
investigating the total set of relationships contained in multi/dimensional, non/quantifiable
contexts (Ritchey, 2011). It involves examining the entire set of combinations of possible
values of various dimensions of a concept (Zwicky, 1969) to identify the gaps. It provides a

method to identify and investigate elements of a system (or a concept) in its existing form and
to explore possible configurations (or opportunities) which the system could have (Majer,
2007). Xin et al., (2010) applied MA for identifying new technology opportunities for
practitioners and policy makers. Sudhindra et al., (2014) used MA to build a knowledge
classification model in supply chain networks. According to Majaro (1988), it is an ideal
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technique for generating new ideas in respect of exploratory and opportunity seeking
requirements as the need to define a problem in detail is less stringent in this approach.
Muller/Merbach (1976) pointed out that general morphology is especially a suitable tool for
operational research, not simply dealing with of pre/defined problems, but to be proactive in
problem formulation processes for identifying gaps for future research. Ritchey (2011)
describes that identifying and defining the most important dimensions of the concept under
investigation form the primary steps in MA. Each of these dimensions is then given a range
of relevant values or conditions. Together, these make up the variables of the problem to be
structured.
In this paper, the key themes of LSS in the Services sector have been identified from
the reviewed literature (discussed in Section/3). Then, based on the judgement of the authors
these themes have been grouped into six broad dimensions of the MA framework. It is
important to note that the development of an MA framework demands judgement, and it is
quite likely that different authors may develop different MA frameworks, made of
corresponding dimensions, even of the same concept they seek to represent. However the
total or aggregation of all the contents of all such MA frameworks will be, or can be made,
the same through intellectual discussions, while the form of representations would be
different. This indicates the objectivity of the approach and one of the strengths of MA
(Zwicky, 1969).

The approach requires and involves a combination of objectivity and

judgement as prevailing even in other widely used abstraction/representation approaches such

as Fishbone Diagrams, Quality Function Deployment, Failure/Modes Effects and Criticality
Analysis, Mind Maps, Entity Relationship Diagrams, Rich Pictures, etc. The development of
an MA framework from research literature could, in fact, actually use the constructs or
dimensions specified by the respective authors in their papers.

For example, the

Dimension 1, elaborated upon later here, is based on Porter’s depiction of organizational
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value chains (Porter, 2011). The MA method is very useful for ‘structured or systematic
creativity’. Hence, we have applied MA on the body of knowledge from the reviewed
literature to identify the research gaps (opportunities for future research) in the area of LSS
for Services. For this purpose, an MA framework is developed (Table7) with six dimensions
identified from the literature. The six dimensions comprising 40 variables are discussed
below.
*

"

-

%

Porter (2011), in his book

#
'

described a chain of activities

common to all businesses, and divided them into five primary and four support activities.
Later, many researchers endorsed this classification of the organisational value chain for
further studies. In this paper, these activities are used to analyse the application of LSS
presented in the reviewed literature in an organisational context. Hence, the variables defined
under this dimension are as per Porter’s classification of an organisational value/chain.
Primary activities:
VAR/1

4

: involves relationships with suppliers and include all the

activities required to receive, store, and disseminate inputs
VAR/2

:

: are all the activities required to transform inputs into outputs (in

the context of Services)
VAR/3

:

: includes all the activities required to collect, store, and

distribute the output

VAR/4

9

: activities inform buyers about products and services,

induce buyers to purchase them, and facilitate their purchase
VAR/5

: includes all the activities required to keep the product or
services working effectively for the buyer after it is sold and delivered

Support activities:
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VAR/6
VAR/7

: the acquisition of inputs, or resources, for the firm
;

8

: consists of all activities involved in recruiting,

hiring, training, developing, compensating and laying off personnel
VAR/8

: pertains to the equipment, hardware, software, procedures and
technical knowledge brought to bear in the firm's transformation of inputs into
outputs

VAR/9

4

: serves the company's needs and ties its various parts together,

it consists of functions or departments such as accounting, legal, finance,
planning, public affairs, government relations, quality assurance and general
management.

*

"
This dimension elaborates the desired outcomes through the application of LSS in

Services. From the literature, eight short/term/transactional outcomes and six long/
term/strategic outcomes have been identified. These are basically the key tangible and
intangible metrics which LSS could potentially improve or enable in Services environments.
Short term/transactional tangible outcomes:
VAR/10
VAR/11

4

VAR/12

8 9

VAR/13

$

VAR/14
VAR/15

6
8 % 9
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Short term/transactional intangible outcomes:
VAR/16

6

VAR/17

6

9
3

Long term/strategic tangible outcomes:
VAR/18

4

VAR/19

6

VAR/20

=

<
(

9

9

%

Long/term/strategic intangible outcomes:
VAR/21

: capability of an organisation to learn from its
environment

VAR/22

(

6"

: capability of an organisation to excel what has

been learnt
VAR/23

#

: capability of an organisation to change quickly and create

a competitive edge which is difficult for others to imitate

*&

&" .

!

This dimension maps the substantive approaches, types of resources used in
implementation and various implementation issues discussed in the reviewed papers.
Substantive approaches:
VAR/24
VAR/25
VAR/26

"

%
"
"

Resources for implementation:
VAR/27

:

VAR/28

0

;

VAR/29

8

;

8

Implementation issues:
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VAR/30

8

0

VAR/31
VAR/32

*$

<0

0

$" !! /

/

0

This dimension maps the LSS tools which are predominantly preferred for
usage/application identified, from the reviewed papers.
VAR/33

*

<

3

VAR/34

**

*" .

,

This dimension elaborates the application of LSS as an integrative model with other
philosophies relevant to Services.
VAR/35

$

VAR/36
VAR/37

*1

9
4

1" 2
The reviewed papers reveal that there are different types of evaluation methods, grouped

below, adapted in organisational contexts for assessing the success of LSS:

VAR/38

3

: Success of LSS evaluated based on %deployment across

organisation
VAR/39

0

3

: Evaluation of LSS implementation based on functional

deployment
VAR/40

.

3

: Evaluation of LSS implementation based on project by project
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deployment

From Table7, it is evident that literature reviewed for this paper enabled mapping 9
variables under the organisational context of application, 14 variables under the desired
outcomes, 9 variables under the implementation systems, 2 variables under tools and
techniques, 3 variables under the integration with other philosophies, and 3 variables under
the evaluation methods. This leads to 20412 (9*14*9*2*3*3) combinatorial configurations
across the six dimensions. As a next step in the analysis/synthesis process, combinatorial
relationships between the variables associated within a dimension were removed to eliminate
the internal combinations. For example, the inbound logistics/outbound logistics pair and the
graphical tools/statistical tools pair separately represent pairs of variables under the same
dimension, and do not yield meaningful combinations for further research. This process
results in the refined cross/consistency/matrix showed in Figure3, where all the dimensional
values in the MA framework are compared pair/wise with one another. During this process,
there was no reference to direction or causality, but only mutual consistency between the
paired variables was analysed. This resulted in 355 research gaps, which could be considered
as possible opportunities for future research. However, researchers should apply appropriate
judgement for direction and causality, before selecting a research gap for focussed research.
The respective pairs of factors which reveal research gaps should be examined; and then a

selection judgment has to be made based on whether and to what extent the pairs can coexist
to represent a meaningful relationship deserving focussed research.
>

+ ,

'

0

% 9

'
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The novelty of this work is to point to both academicians and practitioners, focussed
directions on research opportunities and questions to ponder on the subject ‘LSS for
services’, for future research/study. A few of the broad areas are highlighted below:
Application and comparison of LSS methodology in various distinct service sub/
sectors, viz., LSS in Healthcare, LSS in Education, LSS in Banking and Financial
services, etc.
Customisation in models of LSS methodology deployment in organisational contexts,
viz., customisation of LSS deployment in inbound logistics, outbound logistics, post/
sale services, etc.
To validate the hypothesis that LSS is an enabler of incremental innovation and
continuous improvement mindsets in service organisations
Validation of various tangible and intangible outcomes of LSS (defined in Section 4)
in each of the services sub/sectors
Impact of LSS deployment on competitiveness and market share in services(specific
to each services sub/sector)
To validate the hypothesis that LSS is an enabler for breakthrough and disruptive
innovation in service organisations(specific to each services sub/sector)
Synergies of LSS and knowledge management and the impacts, specific to each
services sub/sector

To validate if LSS deployment in services firms could contribute to customer as well
as employee satisfaction. If so, what are the attributes, influencing factors and
measures of success?
‘Impact of’ and ‘impact on’ human resources due to various tangible outcomes of
LSS deployment in services
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Utilisation of financial resources for deploying LSS across primary and support
processes in services, and its impact on the organisation
Is LSS an enabler of learning capability in service firms?
Can LSS be a dynamic capability in various service sectors? (specific to each services
sector)
Customisation of LSS toolkit for services sector (applicability, ease of use, preferred
usage at various primary and support functions in each of the service sectors defined)
Synergies of LSS and other quality management practices in services (Example: LSS
and ISO, LSS and Balance Scorecard etc., for each of the services sectors)
Integration of LSS with system thinking concepts and innovation practices (specific to
each service sector)
How to evaluate the success of LSS deployment in services? (conceptual models,
preferred usage and validation for each service sector)
0

-

3

"

%

A deeper look at the cross consistency matrix (Figure/3) helps in identifying the gaps
in the reviewed literature across the above mentioned broad areas ‘crossing’ through the
various dimensions. The resultant 355 research gaps (not listed here explicitly; but, see
Figure 3) identified using the MA framework reveal opportunities for future research in the
areas of inbound logistics, procurement, marketing and sales from the LSS application
perspective in the service context. There is scope for further action research or case studies

to validate LSS applications. From the perspective of desired outcomes, significant evidence
of research exists in cost reduction, quality improvement, and customer and employee
satisfaction. However, research is required to validate increase in revenue and risk
management effectiveness as LSS outcomes.
Though there are papers on LSS enabling Business Excellence Capability, future
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research should focus on LSS for creating Dynamic Capability in organisations. According to
Teece et al., (1997) Dynamic Capability refers to a firm’s ability to integrate, build, and
reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing environments.
Some authors have pointed out that LSS catalyses firms’ learning capabilities to adapt to
rapidly changing environments; this needs sound validation.
All the papers that highlighted implementation issues, viz., readiness factors,
challenges and critical success/failure factors, concerning LSS in Services are generic and not
specific to the Services sub/sectors. The large diversity of services calls for focused research
on implementation issues specific to each sub/sector and business to derive the respective
unique and distinctive insights. Though a few researchers have attempted to assess and
evaluate LSS based on milestone, function and project/based methods, there is no evidence of
any standard of evaluation with defined criteria for measuring the success of LSS in Services
organisations. The evaluation of LSS implementation, from a systems perspective also
demands a considerable amount of research.

Evaluating the impact of LSS on

competitiveness and market share in the Services sector presents another major research
opportunity.
Several organisational and environmental factors need to be examined using a
systems approach while studying LSS implementation in Services. Though there is evidence
in literature of integrating LSS with other quality and organisational philosophies like ISO,
Balanced/score/card and supply/chain concepts, there are large research gaps in

understanding LSS from a systems thinking perspective. These include building synergies
between LSS and innovation practices for deriving organisational benefits including
breakthrough and disruptive innovations.
From Figure/3, it is evident that the identification of critical success factors and
deployment models of LSS in Healthcare need further research. In the Education sector, the
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use of LSS as a decision making platform and innovation driver, and assessment methods
provide research opportunities. Much research is needed in Banking, Telecom, Food and
Beverages, Non/profit and Government sectors constituting a large chunk of Services.Though
significant LSS research contributions were found in Healthcare Services, there are still gaps
existing in this area.

LSS has emerged as an essential part of PI in services by providing several valuable
outcomes. The systematic literature review and the MA framework presented here are meant
to serve as a resource for researchers seeking to understand LSS theory and practice, and its
evolution leading to recent trends of its integration with other philosophies.

The MA

framework has enabled identification of 355 unique research gaps, and should help
researchers’ efforts to advance the theory and practice of LSS in Services.
From a systems thinking perspective, LSS is not merely a combination of Lean and
Six Sigma, but a synergetic hybrid approach for effecting transformational change in
organisations. Alongside improving customer and employee satisfaction, LSS also strives to
reduce costs and manage risk in Services firms. As a management strategy, LSS helps top
management in decision making, promoting innovation, and enabling organisational dynamic
capabilities. This paper confirms the existence of substantial scope and points to specific
topics for further research in the area of LSS for Services. The findings demonstrate the gaps

in academic research on the subject. In addition, the study should enable organisational
leaders and practitioners to understand LSS from a holistic perspective in the services
context.
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Reduction in operative time, medical errors and waiting lists
utilisation of out#patient.
Balance demand and supply, cost efficiency, higher productiv
Improved quality of care, improved efficiency and patient’s e
Save time, positive effect on budget. More efficient processes
increased at a lower rate than the volume of business.
Reduction in delivery time of knowledge, flexible speed of st
size as per need.
Improved quality and productivity, clearer and standardised p
Productivity improvement in English trust hospitals.
Reduction in cost and the average lead time of the patient fro
hospitalisation or discharge.

Al#Hakim and Gong (2012)

Healthcare services

Díaz, et al., (2012)
Morrow, et al., (2012)

Healthcare services
Healthcare services

Berger (2013)

Banking and Financial services

Isaksson, et al., (2013)

Education services

Radnor and Johnston (2013)
Burgess and Radnor (2013)

Government services
Healthcare services

Chiarini (2013)

Healthcare services

Toussaint and Berry (2013)

Healthcare services

Increase in on#time starts, decrease in operating room turnaro
rescheduled and in same#day surgery cancellations.

Ozcelik (2010)

Banking and Financial services

Quality improvement in multiple major service firms in the U

Lifvergren et al.,, (2010)

Healthcare services

Organisational quality metrics success rate of 75% across 22

Ray et al.,,(2011)

IT services

Reduction in the follow up time for customer complaint resol
and decrease in the ratio of pending complaints

Pranoto et al.,,(2014)

Call Centre services

Improved quality of call setup success rate from 98.44% to 99

Kanakana et al.,, (2012)

Education services

Prasad et al.,, (2012)

Education services

Increased the student engagement during normal lecturing w
the subjects from 38% to 71%
Improved quality in engineering education and instilled quali
students and the management

Hatzakis et al.,, (2010)

Banking and Financial services

Reduction in operational risk and improvement in operationa

Vijaya Sunder et al.,, (2015)

Call Centre services

Improvement in customer satisfaction score of call centre

Qin et al.,, (2010)

Hospitality services

The results contribute to the understanding of service quality
and provided insight about service management

Heckl et al.,, (2010)

Banking andFinanPIal services

Proven acceptance level of the Six Sigma methodology, the a
factors that determine success

Tolga (2012)

Healthcare services

The most frequent causes of failure identified and improper p
implemented with increased sigma level

Kim (2010)

Education services

Quality improvement in Sungkyunkwan University Library

Gijo et al.,, (2014)

Healthcare services

Reduction in longer patient waiting time in the outpatient dep
specialty hospital

Desai et al.,, (2015)

Hospitality services

Key metric improvement and projected bottom#line gain to th

!
International Journal of Lean Six Sigma
Total Quality Management and Business Excellence
International Journal of Quality and Reliability Management
The TQM Journal
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Theoretical

Primary data
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Empirical

17%

Case Study/Action Research
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38%

Questionnaire
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7%

Douglas et al.,

Interviews

8

5%

Psychogiosand

Viewpoints

5

3%

Antony (2011)
(2011)

Experiment data

2

1%

Besseris (2014

24

14%

Albiwi et al.,,

16%

Langabeer et a
Laureaniand A

Secondary Data
Mixed Methods
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Generic across all service sectors

Specific to a
particular
service sector

Snee (2010), P
Maleyeff et al.,
FranchettiandB
FurtererandEls
Antony (2010)

30

.

Albliwi et al.,, (2014), Jayaram
Antony (2011), Montgomery (
(2012), Shah et al.,, (2008)
Aldarrab (2006), Aleem (2013
Caldwell (2006), Carboneau et
(2010)
Langstrand et al.,, (2014), Hes
al.,, (2014), Antony (2014), An
Wangand Chen (2010), Delgad
Does (2008), Lokkerbol et al.,,

76

43%

Healthcare

35

20%

Education

14

8%

Banking, financial services and insurance

7

4%

Information technology enabled services

5

3%

Byrne et al (2007), Pillai (2012

Airlines

4

2%

PsychogiosandTsironis (2012)

Telecom

3

2%

Barnesand Walker (2010), Lau

Food#Beverage services

3

2%

NabhaniandShokri (2009),

Non#profit services

2

1%

Cheng, and Chang (2012).

Government services

2

1%

FurtererandElshennawy (2005

Others

8

5%

Koning et al.,, (2010), Chaplin

16

9%

Kumar et al.,, (2006), Timans e
Thomas et al.,, (2008), Chenand

Services in manufacturing sectors

)
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,

0

Gibbons et al
(2012)
Arumugam et al
(2012)
Meza and Jeong
(2013)

Improved shuttle transport service, used to transport passengers between terminals at an
airport
Improved security check process and the passenger experience, reduced the queue time
and at an airport
Improves operational efficiencies at Johnson Space Centre at NASA, based on Data
Envelopment Analysis

Koning and Does
(2008)
Koning et al.,
(2008)
Delgado et al.,
(2010)
Heckl et al., (2010)

Four case studies from Dutch multinational insurance companies showcasing
breakthrough process improvements

Sarkar et al.,
(2013)
Peteros and
Maleyeff (2015)
Braverman (2007)
Murphy (2009)
Martinez and
Gitlow (2011)
Ellis et al., (2014)
Langstrand at al.,
(2014)
Kanigolla et al.,
(2014)
Shokri and
Nabhani (2015)
Mohsen et al.,
(2015)
Nabhani and
Shokri (2009)
Besseris (2014)
Dora and Gellynck
(2015)

Furterer and
Elshennawy (2005)
Franchetti and
Barnala (2013)
Less (2005)
Caldwell (2006a)
Chassin (2008)
Langabeer et al.,
(2009)

Highlighted the benefits of 65 LSS projects across 5 financial services organisations
Improved investment behaviour at GE Money. The benefits included lowering the
operational costs and increased process efficiency
Process improvement benefits of 145 financial service companies from Germany,
Switzerland, Austria and Great Britain
Reduced cycle time in an insurance company
Improved decision making behaviour in self directed investors

Creating learning capability by promoting innovation in LSS
Improved a library process at the Ohio State University
Resolved a staffing problem for a purchasing department at the University of Miami
resulting in cost saving for the university
Improved students understanding in LSS concepts through Service Supply Chain
simulation
Benefits of effective course design and LSS related subjects in higher education
curriculum in colleges
Importance and impact of project#based learning in LSS courses offered in colleges.
Reduced the gap between the graduates of business schools as knowledge and skill
bearers to the knowledge and skill users.
Improved facilities services across University campuses

Successfully promoted supply chain management objectives for a food distribution centre
Application of LSS for PI in food processing based on two crucial characteristics for
product safety
Application of LSS in a medium#sized confectionary for reducing variation and rework

Improved quality and timeliness of providing local governmental services of a country
Improved the processes and increased capacity for a government operated material
recovery facility in Ohio, USA.
Healthcare case study focussed on reducing medication errors
Improved the cost of poor quality and waste elimination in healthcare context
Mount Sinai Medical Centre’s experience adapting LSS to improve both patient care and
business processes
Provided the descriptive results in examining the effect of LSS in a cross#sectional
sample of hospitals
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Stuenkel and
Faulkner (2009)
Nicolay et al.,
(2012)
Chiarini (2012)
Niemeijer et al.,
(2012)
Niemeijer et al.,
(2013)
Gijoand Antony
(2013)
Jovanovic et al.,
(2013)
Chiarini and Bracci
(2013)
Laureani et al.,
(2013)
Bhat et al., (2014)
Beck and Gosik
(2015)
Improta et al.,
(2015)
Janet and Sanders
(2015)
Byrne et al., (2007)
Ray and John
(2011)
Duarte et al.,
(2012)
Nicoletti (2013)

Cheng and Chang
(2012)
Parris (2013)
!
Laureani et al.,
(2010)
Kumar et al.,
(2012)
Tenera and Pinto
(2014)

PI Cultural change through at Floyd Medical Centre community hospital has led to
sustainable improvement results in process metrics
Reduced infection rates and increased operating room efficiency
Risk reduction for health, safety and costs reduction inside pharmacy departments of a
hospital
Experiences of Medical Center Groningen, Netherlands, highlighting the employee
benefits achieved using LSS
Successful application of LSS methodology within the development of a clinical pathway
for customer satisfaction
Improved patient waiting time in the outpatient department of a super specialty hospital
in India
Optimised the usage of blood products and minimised the wastage of outdated blood at a
blood bank
Examined ways of using LSS for process improvement in healthcare organizations in
Italy
Process improvement at Irish hospital through LSS tools, techniques as an effective
method for instigating process change
Application of LSS methodology in the registration process of a hospital
Delivered consistent results, eliminating key#man dependency at a tertiary care children's
hospital
Improved quality and reduced cost in hospitals for patients undergoing prosthetic hip
replacement surgery
Reduction of turnaround time for emergency department of clinical lab system for the
specimens
Highlights Caterpillar's success using LSS for innovation, by growing revenues by 80%
in five years
Reduction in cycle time for IT outsourced organisations.
Through a focussed study, a total of 30% of the business processes were found to be LSS
conducive in an IT based company
Demonstrated how LSS method can be applied to information technology and
communication systems
Increased efficiency of resource management in physical disabilities services of a non#
profit organisation by 70%
Cost reduction at an international non‐governmental organisation in East Africa

Increase in first‐call resolution ratio of a call centre using LSS
Cultural transformation at a telecom firm using LSS
Process improvement at a Portuguese telecommunication company though LSS, project
management approach

#4

8

7

5
,

6

,4

#;

,

· LSS
optimized
the usage
of blood
products
and
minimized
the
wastage of
outdated
blood at a
blood bank
(Jovanovic
et al.,,
2013)
· Cost
reduction
at an
internation
al
non‐govern
mental
organisatio
n in East
Africa
(Parris,
2013)
· Estimate
d a cost‐
benefit
ratio of

<
,

· Improved
patient waiting
time in the
outpatient
department of a
super specialty
hospital in India
(Gijoand Antony,
2013)
· Highlights
Caterpillar's
success using LSS
for innovation, by
growing revenues
by 80% in five
years (Byrne et al.,,
2007)

9

· Improved shuttle transport
service, used to transport
passengers between terminals at
an airport (Gibbons et al.,, 2012)
· Improved security check process
and the passenger experience,
reduced the queue time and at an
airport (Arumugam et al.,, 2012)
· Application of LSS
methodology in the registration
process of a hospital (Bhat et al.,,
2014)

9

% +

2
4

- 3

3

· Risk
reduction for
health, safety and
costs reduction
inside pharmacy
departments of a
hospital (Chiarini,
2012)
· Delivered
consistent results,
eliminating key#
man dependency
at a tertiary care
children's hospital
(Beck andGosik,
2015)

+

,

1

,
1

·
Improved
quality and
reduced cost in
hospitals for
patients
undergoing
prosthetic hip
replacement
surgery
(Improta et al.,,
2015)
Demonstrate
s how LSS
provides an
excellent way
to improve
productivity
and quality of
financial
services
(FurtererandEls
hennawy,
2005)

=

4

,

1

,

· Demonstrates
the application
of LSS for error
reduction in
services
(Esimai, 2005;
DelliFraine et
al, 2010; Tolga
et al.,, 2007;
Banuelas et al.,,
2005)
· Service process
can be slow and
therefore costly
and prone to
error and
therefore LSS
becomes
essential
(Laureaniand
Antony, 2010)

>

· Successfully promoted
supply chain management
objectives using LSS for a
food distribution centre
(NabhaniandShokri, 2009)
· LSS improveed out#
patient care post medication
(Chassin, 2008; Langabeer et
al.,, 2009)

1

· Successful
application of
LSS methodology
within the
development of a
clinical pathway
for customer
satisfaction
(Niemeijer et al.,,
2013)
· Customer
service excellence
at a telecom firm
(Kumar et al.,,
2012)

<
>

0

· LSS application in Airlines operations:
(Meza andJeong, 2013)
· Banking and Financial Services operations:
(Koningand Does, 2008; Delgado at al.,
2010; Heckl et al.,, 2010)
· Food#Beverage services (Besseris , 2014;
Dora andGellynck, 2015)
· Healthcare sevices (Less, 2005; Caldwell,
2006b; Stuenkeland Faulkner, 2009;
Laureani et al.,, 2013)
· ITES operations (Ray and John, 2011;
Duarte et al.,, 2012)

1
,

,

3

· LSS has been
recognized as a decision
making platform in
organizations (Goh, 2010;
Scinto, 2011)
· Demonstrated the
application of LSS in
deciding the investment
behavior of customers
(PeterosandMaleyeff, 2015)
· LSS proved to be a
successful enabler for
human resource
development, improving
strategic climate and
promoting systems thinking
(Bullas and Beyant, 2007;
Stuenkel and Faulkner,
2009; Chiarini and Bracci,
2013; De Koeijer et al.,,
2014)

>

9

· Importance and
impact of project#based
learning in LSS courses
offered in colleges
(Kanigolla et al.,, 2014)
· LSS deployment
in various marketing
opportunities (Chaplin,
2014)

+ 3
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,/
· LSS acts as a
continuous improvement
driver in service context
for both manufacturing
and service
organisations (Fornari
and Maszle, 2004;
Dahlgaard and
Dahlgaard, 2006;
Gibbons and Burgess,
2010; Barnes and
Walker, 2010; Geigr,
2011; Bamber et al.,,
2014; Murphy , 2009;
Hess et al.,, 2015;
Koningand Does, 2008;
Koning at al., 2008)
· Highlighted the
importance of formal
classroom ‘Belt’ training
for developing resources
for successful LSS
project management
(Aleem, 2013)

>
<

· Reduced cycle time in
claim processing of
insurance companies (Sarkar
et al.,, 2013)
· Increase in first‐call
resolution ratio of a call
centre using LSS (Laureani
et al.,, 2010)

3

9

,
0+
· LSS strives to make
organizations more
competitive in
market (Naslund,
2008)
· Argues that LSS
help organizations to
perform better in the
competitive market
environment
(ArnheiterandMaley
eff, 2005)
· The integrated LSS
methodology helps
improve service
quality which further
enables to improve
the market share
(Chiang and Chang,
2006)

<

· Resolved a
staffing problem for a
purchasing
department at the
University of Miami
resulting in cost
saving for the
university (Martinez
andGitlow, 2011)

,
· LSS recognized
as a key driver for
innovation in
organisations (Byrne,
2007; Hoerland
Gardner, 2010;
Antony et al.,, 2014)
· Demonstarted
how Best Buy and
Intel apply LSS for
Research and
Development (Rao,
2011; Panat et al.,,
2014)
· DFSS approach
of LSS helps in
promoting innovation
as a competitive
strategy (Lee et al.,,
2005)

,

>
3

:
+
· Experiences of Med
Center Groningen,
Netherlands, highlighting
employee benefits achiev
using LSS (Niemeijer et a
2012)
· Increased efficiency
resource management in
physical disabilities servi
a non#profit organisation
70% (Cheng and Chang,

@

-

'# 9

,

(#

· Right investment in LSS is
required by service
organizations and lack of
financial resources could
lead to failure of LSS
programs (Antony, Kumar
andMadu, 2005; Antony,
Kumar and Cho, 2007)

=

1+

,

0

/

· Lack of integration of quality management approaches leads to problems in process improvements (Miguel andCarvalho,
2014)
· Integration of LSS with QM practices help organizations to gain a competitive advantage in the market (Kheradia, 2011)
· Implementation of Lean Six Sigma through ISO 9001:2008 (Karthi et al.,, 2013)
· Developed a comprehensive model, integrating ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System, ISO 14001:2004 Environmental
Management System, Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSAS 18001:2007), Six#Sigma (DMAIC
methodology), knowledge management, lean thinking, and Total Quality Management (Pal Pandi et al.,, 2014)
· Integration of product optimization technique with LSS (Besseris, 2014)
· Integration of Supply Chain Mgt with LSS for disaster relief (Madu, 2014)
· Combining LSS with Balance Score Card (Kreuzer, 2011)
· Integrating LSS with Deming's philosophy of quality improvement (Montgomery, 2010)
· Proposed integration of LSS DMAIC cycle with project management standards of PMI (Teneraand Pinto, 2014)
· Highlights the importance of integrating organizational leadership with LSS practice (Laureaniand Antony, 2015)
· Conceptual framework of HRM practices, startegic climate and LSS (De Koeijer et al.,, 2014)
· Highlights the importance of Lean production, six sigma quality, TQM and company culture (Dahlgaard et al.,, 2006)

A

3

Developed Tandem‐Lean‐Value‐Sigma model integrating LSS with
Systems thinking theories (Kheradia, 2011)

· LSS implementation requires integration of organisational
practices to provide a pragmatic approach to systems (Bullas and
Bryant, 2007)

1

· Integration of LSS wit
Integration of LSS, creati

· Proposed tools for proj
· Developed simulation
· Data transformations,
tests and t#tests, χ2, DOE,
al.,, 2014; Montgomery a
Jayaraman et al.,, 2012 )

· Niche skills human
resources like Master
Black Belts and Black
Belts are required for
LSS
deployments(Bendell,
2006), success of which
further has a positive
impact back on human
resources of the firms
(VijayaSunder, 2013)

· Utilizes 'observation tool' to increase speed and eliminate waste in LSS at European airport (Arumugam et al.,, 2012)
· Proposes a coherent framework for understanding the tools and techniques of 'Voice of the Customer (VoC) in a Lean Six Sigma implementation (Found and Harrison, 2012)
· Critical to Quality (CTQ) flow down tree was proposed as a tool for project selection (Gates, 2007)
· Proposed seven standard LSS project templates based on 49 definitions (Koning, 2010)
· Demonstrated the application of histograms, Pareto charts, probability plots, process maps, time series plots and control charts through LSS implementation for improving claim processing for
Insurance business (Sarkar, 2013)
· Waste analysis, Value Add#Non Value Add analysis, Value Stream mapping, 5S, Poka Yoke, Percentile Analysis, fishbone diagrams, why#why analysis, brainstorming, QFD, Box plots, scatter plots,
GEMBA (George et al.,, 2005; Womack and Jones, 2003; Janet H Sanders, 2015; Alessandro et al.,, 2013; Sanjit Ray andBoby John, 2011; Braglia et al.,, 2009; Womack, 2011)

Proposed continuous
improvement based on Lean
Six Sigma deployment
method for small and medium
sized enterprises (Kumar et
al.,, 2011; Timans et al.,,
2014)
· Outlines the benefits and
synergies of combined LSS
approach (Sheridan, 2000;
ArnheiterandMaleyeff, 2005;
Bendell, 2006; Pepper
andSpedding, 2010; Salah et
al.,, 2010; VijayaSunder,
2013)

· Highlighted 5 key read
factors for LSS deployme
Higher Education Sector
(Antony, 2014a)
· Unstructured approach
project selection creates g
between strategy and
operational portfolio (Kor
and Kara, 2013)
· Identified generic tem
for defining PI projects by
analyzing 181 projects acr
14 financial service
organizations through cas
based reasoning and
retrospective analysis
(Lokkerbol et al.,, 2012)
· Data quantity and data
quality and top manageme
support are key readiness
factors (Heckl et al.,, 2010
· Demonstrated a clusteri
technique to group similar
processes based on seven
process characteristics for
project identification
(Duarte et al.,, 2012)

· Highlights case#
studies where
practicing lean for
approximately 18
months was called to
push the
improvements further
using Six Sigma
(Smith, 2003)
· Identified 10 leadership
characteristics more conductive to
the success of LSS deployment in
services sector (Laureaniand
Antony, 2015)
· Highlighted organizational
leadership as an essential resource
and a critical success factor of LSS
(Pande, 2000; Achanga et al.,,
2006),

· Lean and Six Sigma are often
implemented in isolation for
organizational benefits (Smith, 2003)
· Lean and Six sigma are
incompatible with one another
because Six Sigma cannot be
embraced by the frontline employees
(Mika, 2006)
· There exist distinct differences
and commonalities between Lean
and Six Sigma as parallels (Vijaya
Sunder, 2015; Antony, 2011;
Andersson et al.,, 2006; Pacheco,
2015; Kornfeld, 2013; Assarlind,
2012)
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Figure 1 – Summary of Methodology used
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Figure 3 – Cross
consistency
Matrix of MA
Framework
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